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For Immediate Release
PUSHING VISUALISER PERFORMANCE TO AN
UNPRECEDENTED LEVEL
HoverCam Solo 8 - The World’s first SuperSpeed USB 3 Document Camera
Many visualisers make the claim they can achieve a 30fps frame rate over USB, but it
usually only happens at a low resolution like VGA. Such a frame rate would normally require
expensive optical components, that demand significant desk space and are absolutely not
portable!
The HoverCam Solo 8 is the world’s first SuperSpeed USB 3 document camera that utilises
an advanced 8-megapixel sensor and Photon 1 technology to deliver uncompressed YUV
video with a 320x zoom, at true 30 frames per second (fps) - full-motion video frame rate.
The Solo 8’s stylish slim line build allows users to take the device anywhere and the preloaded software bundle - FlexView and FlexCap - allow users to record video, take
snapshots, scan documents directly to PDF, annotate and record annotations over video and
use the camera as a webcam, on both Mac and PC.
“I think the camera is a great product at a great price-point. It feels good and robust, and I
like that it has quite a lot of metal in it. The fact that it is plug and play is a bonus, and that it
works in USB 2 or USB 3 ports as well”, David Pammenter, Audio Visual and Multimedia
Officer, University of Edinburgh
The Solo 8 has an RRP of £350(ex vat), and it is currently available from Wishtrac as well as
numerous re-sellers throughout the country, with free demonstrations available from a
retailer in your local area.
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Wishtrac is an educational purchaser and producer, started by former Deputy Head teacher
Paul Strongman, that creates, purchases and imports innovative classroom resources and
retails them to schools around the world. Wishtrac’s aim is to develop the HoverCam range in
the UK, to become the number one solution for Visualisers and Document Cameras.

